OnGuard Locks Offer Motorcycle Security Solutions
Todson's new line of OnGuard Locks offers a new level of security against motorcycle theft -even in the most crime-infested neighborhoods.
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Bikers Beware!
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Todson's new line of OnGuard Locks offers a new level of security against motorcycle theft -- even in the most
crime-infested neighborhoods.
OnGuard's padlock and chain models provide one of the best security solutions now available to motorcyclists.
Top quality OnGuard chains are constructed of ultra hardened steel, and covered with a weather resistant nylon
sheath to prevent scratching. Individual chain links are specially designed with extra-narrow inner openings to
resist attack. Used in combination with OnGuard's "M Disc" or "Ultimate Padlock", OnGuard's "Power Chain"
provides extreme resistance against lock pickers, bolt cutters, drills, saws, hammers and files.
When it comes to padlocks, OnGuard offers two great options. For those needing extra maneuverability, there's
the "M Disc". The "M Disc" padlock has a completely removable, hardened steel shackle to allow for easy use.
It provides the adaptability of a mini U-lock, without sacrificing security. For the more traditional, the
"Ultimate Padlock" is just that: the most theft-resistant padlock on the road. Both OnGuard padlocks are
constructed with 7 pin cylinders and double deadbolt locking mechanisms. As an extra value feature, both locks
come with five duplicate keys.
For added security, attach the "Rock-Disc" to your motorcycle brake disc. OnGuard's "Rock-Disc" locks the
brake disc and keeps your wheel from turning. This 7 pin cylinder, keyway lock is constructed of solid, onepiece steel. Compact, weatherproof and easy-to-use, the "Rock-Disc" is a pick and drill resistant, tough lock
system. Like all OnGuard key-accessed locks, the "Rock-Disc" comes with five duplicate keys.
An OnGuard lock can make a thief change his mind, and look elsewhere. OnGuard locks -- providing security
solutions around the globe. It's one mean lock!
Topeak is also the maker of the motorcycle Panoram - a radical new concept in on-board computer design. With
17 functions and a sleek, low profile design, the Panoram displays clock, time, speed and distance information
on four separate screens at once. No more scrolling from time to speed to distance functions.
The Panoram's four screen, super-wide digital display design provides easy readability, with an EL lamp for
nighttime viewing. The right-hand screen displays all speed information. The center screens show clock and
time functions. And the Panoram's left screen is reserved for distance and maintenance data.
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Topeak and Todson have successfully marketed recreational goods for more than 50 years. Now in its third
generation of family ownership, Todson specializes in strategic sales and marketing, distribution, brand
management and e-commerce. For more information about OnGuard locks, visit www.onguardlock.com, or
contact Todson at (800) 213-4561.
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Contact Information
Steven Dubin
Pr Works
http://www.onguardlock.com
781-878-9533
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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